The pandemic we are mired in precarize everyone and highlights serious injustices. The
stimulus wished by the leaders is an economic stimulus which is not addressed to us. It is
not addressed to the artists and other people who don’t make enough profit to merit the
right to exist. It does not concern sex workers, whose existence itself is still criminalized.
This stimulus ignores handicapped people, the marginalized, those with mental health
issues. The stimulus they talk about, it is for the oil companies, the Bombardier
corporations, the party friends like Guzzo, but it is not for us. To let the governments save
us from the crisis they created themselves through the constant cuts to healthcare and
through their "snowbird" lives, would be to accept death. What we need to stimulate is not
the economy, but the struggles for our rights and the end of capitalist exploitation.
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The economic rebuilding project bets on a technological world stained with
inequalities and based on dirty capitalist exploitation. The strenghtening of national
borders and the abuses of immigration instances, which are illegitimate in this socalled Canada, aim to preserve these inequalities. And while in the North we
vaccinate, we forget those who clothes us in the Gildan factories of Haïti. We forget
that each zoom conference depends on the work in African and South American
mines. Those same countries who might not see the vaccine before the next
pandemic. Words of thanks and empty promises won’t bring back to life the Haitian
"petrochallengers" killed by police forces trained by Canada, nor give back the eyes
lost by Chilean protesters blinded by Canadian weapons. It will take much more to
give back life to Raphaël « Napa » André, to Joyce Echaquan, and to all the native
people killed here and elsewhere.
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We saw worldwide injustices explodes in this last dreadful year. Migrants people
who had the "chance" to come here now die in our hospitals and our warehouses. The
streets of our poorest neighborhood are empty, the police being constantly on the
hunt for their next prey. The First Nations are humiliated, attacked and killed by
government instances, guided by extractivist companies. And in all this chaos we are
imposed obedience, silence and self-deception in front of all that goes on around us.
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We cannot let this be! Let’s refuse to police ourselves and our actions, because we
recognize that to live in a world constrained by racist, colonialist and
LGBTQIA2S+phobic laws is a challenge in itself. It is those same laws which feed
genre inequalities which gives more reason to the most fortunate and to the rich
heir·esse·s: do not legitimate them by accepting those laws for ourselves! We are
angry when we see the disappearance of monetary assistance, of our jobs, and the
precarization of those left, or from the imposition of a curfew with no scientific basis.
We see it only as an excuse to legitimate State repression. The sanitary discourse
makes no sense when we see that it is not applied equitably. The Legault government
again shows its true face when it tries to safeguard the economy while throwing our
lives away. We refuse this future dreamed of by billionaires, which drags our
attention away through fear while they profit from the exploitation of the most
vulnerable.
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These billionaires, it is them who are the first polluters but the last to feel its
consequences. It is those largest corporations who continue to exploit the work of
migrant workers and to practice extractivism in First Nations’ territories, under the
guise of economic growth and of the hypocrisy of the "green" or "sustainable"
economy. While the whole world knows that the climate crisis is a major issue and
will affect first marginalized people. For them, it’s business as usual as long as
possible, until death do us part.
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To make matters worse, the waiting lists in healthcare are even worse than what they
were before the pandemic. Media took the opportunity to sell more anxiety-inducing
news about the virus, casting a shadow on current struggles, especially those for the
defense of the land. These struggles are alive, and we will remind them of that fact.
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We are perceived as nothing but a mass of workers, empty and replaceable, but not is
all lost. Together, we are ready to fight, and we are much stronger and numerous.
Let’s refuse this "uberized" future and oppose to it a world of sharing and equality.
And to get there, we will fight through all our might, which will take place by taking
back the streets.
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